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Restore with a smile

the provocative approach

Jan Ruigrok

Hull, October 14th 2010
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So you want to get 
me on the green 

part of the dancing 
floor???
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Restorative practices bring people back from red to green behaviour
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Non contracts prevent people to fall back to red behaviour.
They close the green – red border
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Provocative coaching pushes the pupil deeper in the swamp

So a surving strength is activated and he gets out at his own 
power 

Why are women always 
so obessesive occupied 
with their beauty?!

I don’t know

But it’s a good thing 
beauty does n’t interest 
you at all.

Faith in your own strength. 
Free of fear and shame

Humor
Compassion and faith in the 
strength of the other person

Faith in your own strength. 
Fee of fear and shame

Humor
Compassion and faith in the 
strength of the other person

PA
With love, and 
compassion

Out of fear, anger and 
irritation

Provocation & humor, 
challenge.

Destructive, damaging 
& disconnecting

Constructive, helpfull 
& connecting

Provocative
approach

Violence
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We’re together thirthy 
years 

and our sex live

is still aproving .

Oh no, you are 

suffering of a bad 
memory
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